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Abstract 
Augmented reality, referred to as AR, is a new technology that develops on the basis of virtual re-
ality. It can be applied in mobile learning to create a real learning environment, which will greatly 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of learning. This paper discusses the basic characteristics 
of augmented reality and introduces a mobile learning tool based on it. 
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1. Introduction 
Augmented reality, referred to as AR, is a new technology that develops on the basis of virtual reality. It inte-
grates computer-generated scenes into the real world, expands and complements the real world rather than com-
pletely replaces the real world, thereby strengthening user’s sensory and cognitive reality. Highly popular, port-
able and easy to use hand-held devices, such as smart phones, which achieve the miniaturization and portability 
of the augmented reality system and are one of the best platforms that embody the value of augmented reality, 
will greatly expand and deepen the scope and depth of the use of augmented reality system.  

Mobile learning is a new form of learning, and learning content of it is fragmented, short and suitable for the 
mobile media. Augmented reality is authentic, interactive and real-time and can be applied in mobile learning to 
render better learning content, to create a real learning environment and to provide high-quality learning expe-
rience, which will greatly improve the efficiency and effectiveness of learning. In this paper, based on the dis-
cussion of the basic characteristics of augmented reality, a mobile learning tool based on augmented reality is 
introduced. 

2. The Basic Characteristics of Augmented Reality 
Augmented reality integrates the synthetic sensory information into the user’s perception of the real world [1]. 
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The target of augmented reality system is to integrate the interactive real world with interactive computer-gene- 
rated world, in such a way that they appear to be an environment. Augmented reality has two characteristics: the 
notion that video environment in digital space just is the real environment; technically, through the seamless in-
tegration of image and three-dimensional geometric model to achieve virtual-real fusion. Augmented reality 
technology is mainly composed of the following aspects. 

1) Display system 
Display system mainly provides the acquisition and display capability of intelligent terminal, including dis-

play screen, camera, is an important device for enhancing the applications of augmented reality. The current 
display screen of smart terminal is more than 3.5-inch, color and resolution of display screen increase gradually. 
Camera Resolution usually reaches one million level to ten million level, you can shoot high-definition images. 

2) Interactive system 
Interactive system is the primary means to influence the experience of augmented reality. Currently, smart 

phones use touch screen interaction, voice interaction and other interactions, to have a great change on hu-
man-machine relationship, the interactive reaction can be carried out via multi-channel with the virtual informa-
tion generated by computer, allowing users go into the scene more naturally, with more fresh sense of the expe-
rience. 

3) Communication system 
Wireless communication technology and Internet technology are mobile services supporting technology. In 

some applications of augmented reality, large amounts of data is stored through a remote server, some of the da-
ta processing must be done by a remote server. 3G and other wireless communications technology enhance the 
development of augmented reality’s applications by providing network bandwidth and other supports. 

4) Three-dimensional graphics rendering 
The algorithm of modeling and rendering three-dimensional graphics superimposes three-dimensional objects 

which can enhance the display in a real environment, to help users understand the environment. 
5) Target recognition 
Target recognition refers to fine a given target object in the relevant scene, and mark it. Augmented reality 

needs to implement real-time object recognition in complex moving scenes, such as feature extraction and rec-
ognition of complex scenes using multi aspects such as color, texture and contour [2]. Augmented reality system 
through analysis of large amounts of location data and scene information to ensure that computer-generated vir-
tual objects can be accurately positioned in a real scene, which typically includes three basic steps: a) get and 
analyze scene information; b) generate virtual image; c) combine the actual situation with image stream to gen-
erate fusion scene, shown in Figure 1. 

3. A Mobile Learning Tool Based on Augmented Reality 
With the smart phone’s powerful use, we have adopted a learning tool based on augmented reality in the teach-
ing. This learning tool has the following features. 

1) Superposition of virtual information and real scenery. Information point is the basic unit of data, including 
location information and explanatory material. Webcams can be displayed in the camera screen of the mobile 
device, and overlaying the icon information and orientation information. Learners can determine the location of 
information points by the screen’s indication, and then along the direction to find information points. 

2) Multi-view display of information points. In addition to the camera interface, the learning tool provides list 
interface and map interface. Learners can view information points or learning content by any view. Knowledge 
about information points, including text, pictures, video clips and the like, can be provided for learners. 

3) Create new content. Learners can use the phone to create a new information point, shoot pictures, add text, 
and automatically record the geographic coordinate, submit to the server. These new resources can be open to 
other users sharing the platform. 

The basic process throughout the software is shown in Figure 2. 
The software is a mobile application running on phone or tablet. According to the development practices of 

Android application, the software structure is divided into UI layer, scheduling layer and application service 
layer, the layers are responsible for the following functions. 

1) UI layer is mainly composed by a number of Activities and Views, among them, the main display interfac-
es have CameraView, MapView, ListView, WebView and SignView. 
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Figure 1. Workflow of augmented reality. 
 

 
Figure 2. Software process. 
 

2) Scheduling layer is divided into the service level management module, service binding module, message 
forwarding module and exception notification modules, mainly to complete the interaction of UI layer and back- 
office services, including messaging, exception handling. 

3) Application service layer is composed by Service, Receiver and Content-Provider, is responsible for com-
municating with the system, monitoring and dealing with system behavior, and messaging with the scheduling 
layer, including reading and writing data, accessing the content of the information point and updating location 
information. 

4. The Development Trend of Educational Applications of Augmented Reality 
For its characteristics as the virtual-real fusion, the real-time interaction and three-dimensional immersion, aug-
mented reality environment has a new difference with the learning mode based on traditional learning manage-
ment platform and the three-dimensional virtual learning environment like Second Life and Sloode [3]. Espe-
cially its 3D immersive environment offers a new possibility on teaching object modeling, teaching experience, 
the presentation of teaching result and the interaction of teachers and students. Through the introduction of 
augmented reality, we have analysis of the following points about the development trend of augmented reality 
mobile learning. 

1) Expand the teaching content and teaching activities 
When students and teachers are faced with not a flat or pure three-dimensional space, but a learning environ-

ment that integrated by virtual objects and real scene, just like augmented reality, the traditional means of inte-
raction may not adapt. But it also provides more space can be explored, such as how to establish course content 
by situated cognition theory and learning activities theory in the environment of virtual-real fusion, how to 
create teaching activities, how the communication between learners be more direct, how to build users’ learning 
experience model and interactive behavior model, all these problems wait the developers and users of aug-
mented reality learning environment to explore. 

2) Integration with existing learning management systems 
As a nascent technology, augmented reality environment must be able to share data with existing information 

systems, or have some kind of association, in order to be accepted by mainstream educators. But to put together 
two distinct environments, we need more people to use it and the intensive study of how this integration envi-
ronment to enhance teaching effectiveness, so as to comply with existing and new teaching methods. 
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3) Integration with intelligent technology 
The current augmented reality learning environment is only able to create three-dimensional graphics and 

simple interaction, but learning is a very complex activity process, the ideal augmented reality learning envi-
ronment should be able to mimic the experience, methods and behavior of teaching instructors, and have more 
friendly interactive methods. 

5. Conclusion 
With the popularity of mobile learning technology, more and more people will choose this way of learning. And 
the usability and interactivity make augmented reality technology have unique advantages in terms of building 
real situation. Augmented reality will become an important part of mobile learning. 
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